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Corpus-based researchers and traditional qualitative researchers, such as those 
interested in critical discourse analysis, are often required to select prototypical 
texts for close reading that include the language features of interest that are pres-
ent in a much larger corpus. Traditional approaches to this selection procedure 
have been largely ad hoc. In this paper, we offer a more principled way of select-
ing texts for close reading based on a ranking of texts in terms of the number of 
keywords they contain. To facilitate this analysis, we have developed a multiplat-
form, freeware software tool called ProtAnt that analyses the texts, generates a 
ranked list of keywords based on statistical significance and effect size, and then 
orders the texts by the number of keywords in them. We describe various experi-
ments that demonstrate the ProtAnt analysis is effective not only at identifying 
prototypical texts, but also identifying outlier texts that may need to be removed 
from a target corpus.
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1. Introduction

Corpus-based researchers and traditional qualitative researchers are often re-
quired to select texts for close reading that include the language features of interest 
present in a much larger corpus. Ideally, the texts selected for this close reading 
should be prototypical, i.e. the clearest, best, most typical, most representative ex-
amples (Labov 1973, Rosch 1975, Gries 2003). However, in reality, such selections 
are difficult to make and thus researchers can sometimes be criticised for “cherry-
picking” texts from the larger body of work that illustrate a preconceived idea or 
point. Critical discourse analysts are particularly targeted for this type of criticism 
(Widdowson 2004) and even corpus-based discourse analysts can be criticized 
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for “cherry-picking” as the hypotheses they develop from a top-down analysis of 
a corpus are usually validated using a bottom-up close reading of a few carefully 
selected texts from the corpus. To avoid such criticisms, researchers could choose 
to randomly select texts from a corpus or dataset (e.g. Sajjid 2013), but such a se-
lection procedure may not reveal infrequent but nevertheless important features 
identified at the top-down level. Alternatively, researchers may attempt a close 
reading of the corpus texts from the first text to the last. However, this approach is 
likely to distort perceptions and/or take an unduly long time.

In this paper, we propose a more principled way of selecting texts for close 
reading based on a ranking of texts in terms of the number of keywords (unusu-
ally frequent words in the target corpus compared with a reference corpus) they 
contain. To facilitate this analysis, we have developed a multiplatform, freeware 
software tool called ProtAnt (Anthony & Baker 2015) that analyses the texts, gen-
erates a ranked list of keywords based on statistical significance and effect size, and 
then orders the texts by the number of keywords in them.

In the next section, we summarize earlier work on the identification of pro-
totypical texts. In Section 3, we explain the design and functions of the ProtAnt 
tool. In Section 4, we describe various experiments that show how the ProtAnt 
analysis is able to correctly rank both short and long texts with known levels of 
prototypicality. In this section, we also describe an experiment that shows how the 
ProtAnt analysis can be used to identify outlier or miscategorised texts that may 
need to be removed from a target sample prior to the close reading process. In 
Section 5, we finish the paper by suggesting potential applications of the software 
in research, teaching, and learning and possible directions for future development 
of the ProtAnt tool.

2. Text prototype selection methods

To date, language and discourse researchers have mainly adopted two approaches 
to select texts that exemplify target features of the language variety they are inter-
ested in and thus serve as candidates for close inspection. The first and most com-
mon approach may be described as ‘opportunistic selection’ and involves making 
an arbitrary yet hopefully informed choice of texts to analyse. In Wodak’s (2013) 
edited collection of critical discourse studies, this approach can be illustrated in 
the work of Caldas-Coulthard et al. (2003/2013: 40), Chouliaraki (2000/2013: 100), 
and Machin & Suilman (2006/2013: 229). Caldas-Coulthard et al. (2003/2013) 
describe their selection of target texts on teddy bear discourse as follows: “[…] 
we purchased all the 15 bear books available in a local children’s book store in 
London.” Chouliaraki (2000/2013) is interested in the way news broadcast 
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practices implicitly produce hegemonic political positions. To investigate this 
topic, they select a single news broadcast from August 16, 2000 that reports on 
the killing of a demonstrator during a riot. Machin & Suilman (2006/2013), on the 
other hand, are interested in the effect of games on political discourse. Although 
their target discourse is not textual, they adopt the same selection procedure when 
they choose just two games for their study, the American Delta Force game and 
the Hizbollah Special Force game, despite a wide range of similar games existing 
in the market.

When the researcher has an extensive experience and knowledge of the target 
area and language, this ‘opportunistic selection’ is no doubt effective. However, the 
procedure can in no way be described as principled, which leads to questions con-
cerning the bias of the researcher, the implications of the findings, and the ability 
to replicate the study.

The second and far less common approach to text selection among language 
and discourse researchers may be described as ‘selective downsizing’ and is il-
lustrated in the work of Khosravinik (2010). As part of a joint ESRC-funded proj-
ect on the representation of immigration in the British press, Khosravinik (2010) 
takes a 140 million word corpus of 170,000 articles, which was earlier analysed 
by Gabrielatos & Baker (2008) using corpus-based approaches, and selects sets of 
articles from five one-week periods where the number of articles about immigra-
tion peaked. For each period, all the articles pertinent to immigration were taken 
from one liberal quality newspaper, one conservative quality newspaper, and one 
tabloid newspaper. This resulted in 439 articles which Khosravinik (2010) then 
closely reads and examines in terms of topoi (argumentative strategies) as well as 
some of van Leeuwen’s (1996) socio-semantic categories like aggregation, collec-
tivisation, functionalization and humanisation and individualisation.

A number of studies adopting a similar ‘selective downsizing’ approach appear 
in Wodak’s (2013) edited collection, such as the study of argumentative discourse 
by Ehrlich & Blum-Kulka (2010/2013) and the study of Israeli peace discourse by 
Gavriely-Nuri (2010/2013). Unfortunately, no details are given about the size of 
the “large corpus” downsized in Ehrlich & Blum-Kulka’s (2010/2013: 149) work, 
or the precise number of metaphor uses in the “hundreds of mentions of meta-
phor” from which downsizing occurs in Gavriely-Nuri’s (2010/2013: 226) work.

Clearly, the ‘selective downsizing’ approach is more principled than the ‘op-
portunistic selection’ approach or an even more simplistic approach that relies 
on choosing texts based on their order in a pre-compiled corpus or the degree to 
which a text might “look interesting” to the analyst. Despite this, the approach 
can still result in a large number of texts that require close-reading, as in the case 
of Khosravinik’s (2010) approach, or a small number of texts that may appear 
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to be “cherry-picked” to some extent, as in the case of Ehrlich & Blum-Kulka’s 
(2010/2013) and Gavriely-Nuri’s (2010/2013) work.

The issue of appropriate text selection is an important consideration in orga-
nizations that have vast repositories of textual data and need to quickly find texts 
for management purposes, decision making, or customer profiling (Durfee et al. 
2007). As a result, the selection of prototypical texts has become an active area of 
research in natural language processing (NLP). Visa et al. (2001) and Kloptchenko 
et al. (2002, 2004) adopt an approach that initially requires human judgment to 
pick prototypical texts from a larger corpus that represent different text types (or 
classes). Next, they analyse the prototype texts in terms of word and sentence 
structure, i.e. word order and paragraph structure, to create a profile of the proto-
type texts and the remaining corpus texts. Next, they classify all the corpus texts 
into the different classes based on their distances from the initial prototype. Many 
other machine learning algorithms also employ a similar concept of prototypically. 
The nearest neighbour classifier (e.g. Manning et al. 2008), for example, requires 
a set of known samples (prototypes) from particular classes from which it builds 
a set of features (e.g. words for text classification). Then, new documents are as-
signed to a class dependant on how “near” they are to the training documents 
in a particular class. Chen et al. (2011) also use a prototype method to classify 
newsgroup posts into particular categories. A useful review of prototype-based 
classifiers can be found in Fayed et al. (2007).

Fayed et al. (2007) propose a classification method that still requires a set of 
training samples of a particular class but also utilizes an algorithm to auto-select 
the most prototypical sample from that set. These self-generated prototypes are 
then utilized in the classification of future unseen samples. Bahrololoum et al. 
(2012) propose one such prototype detector that is based on a so-called gravita-
tional search algorithm, which models features in the training samples (e.g. words 
in a text dataset) as small masses that interact with each other and cluster together.

The NLP methods described above are dependent on the number of classes 
perceived to exist and in the case of Visa et al.’s (2001) and Kloptchenko et al.’s 
(2002, 2004) work, they rely on prototypical text (or texts) selected at the initial 
stage. Despite these limitations, NLP approaches offer a researcher a way to detect 
many texts that are similar in nature to the prototype(s) and hence partially over-
come the initial selection bias. However, in the task of determining prototypical 
texts for a detailed qualitative analysis, these approaches are perhaps less attrac-
tive. First, the researcher either needs to select a set of one or more prototypical 
texts (the motivation for our current research) or at least define the possible classes 
or groups that a text may be classified into. The mathematics behind these clas-
sification approaches can also be extremely complex rendering the methods as 
“black-boxes” to subsequent users. A further problem is that these methods group 
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texts based on their general profile rather a particular set of unique features that 
might be of interest to qualitative researchers (e.g. in critical discourse analysis).

It should be noted that there are also NLP techniques that can cluster texts 
into groups in an unsupervised way (i.e. without relying on any pre-defined cat-
egories), but again, these techniques rely on the general profiles of texts. They can 
also be highly sensitive to the clustering approach adopted (e.g. suggesting very 
different groups if clustered from top down or bottom up), pose problems for the 
user when attempting to label these groups, and again, may appear to the user 
as “black-boxes” (Manning et al. 2008). Also, while it is possible to identify pro-
totypical texts within these groups, the methods of identification often rely on 
simple approaches such as treating all samples in a group as prototypes or picking 
a sample that represents the mean or “centre” of the group when plotted in a geo-
metric space (for a discussion, see Fayed et al. 2007).

In the next section, we propose a novel approach to prototype text selection 
that does not require prerequisite groups or an advanced knowledge of mathemat-
ics to understand the methodology. Our approach is also tailored to qualitative 
studies that target unique text features and is implemented as a single-file, portable 
software tool that requires no advanced training to use.

3. ProtAnt analytic tool

ProtAnt is a freeware, portable software tool designed to profile corpus texts and 
rank the texts by the degree to which they are prototypical of the corpus as a whole 
using the concept of keywords. We hypothesise that a text which contains a greater 
number of keywords from the corpus as a whole is also likely to be a more central 
or typical text in that corpus.

Keywords are generally conceived as words that occur statistically significant-
ly more frequently in one corpus than in a reference corpus. In this sense, the 
keywords themselves can be considered as distinctive of the target corpus. Various 
statistical tests have been used to determine keywords, with log-likelihood be-
coming a de facto standard in much of corpus work due to its presence in popular 
concordance tools, such as AntConc (Anthony 2014) and WordSmith Tools (Scott 
2014). Once determined, keywords can also be ranked.

Traditionally, keywords have been ranked using the ‘keyness’ values from the 
statistical measure directly (effectively a ranking by p value). However, it is also 
possible to rank keywords in different ways. Scott (2014), for example, implements 
a key-key-words approach in which keywords are generated for each text in a cor-
pus separately, and then these are ranked according to their distribution across 
texts in the corpus as a whole, with keywords appearing in a large number of texts 
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ranked highly. The problem with this approach, however, is that it can only work 
with relatively long individual texts. Otherwise, the assumptions of the keyness 
statistic will be invalidated for many of the candidate words, i.e. those appearing 
less than 5 times in each individual text. More recently, effect size measures such 
as relative frequency (Demarau 1993) or a log of relative frequency (e.g. Hardie 
2014), have been used to rank keywords. Effect measures are statistically rigorous, 
well understood, and produce ranking values that can be easily compared across 
studies.

Keywords have been commonly used in corpus research as a way of iden-
tifying a salient set of lexis in one or more corpora, which can then be subject 
to more qualitative, interpretative analyses of collocates and concordance lines. 
Leńko-Szymańska (2006), for example, compares corpora consisting of American 
and Polish students writing essays on the same topic, finding keywords relating to 
writing style (e.g. Polish students used more linking expressions such as moreover, 
however and thus), and focus (American students used fewer generalising words 
and their keywords tended to relate to specific situations). Keywords have also 
been used to indicate ideologies in texts. For example, Baker et al. (2013) compare 
keywords in corpora consisting of newspaper articles about the topic of Islam. 
They find that tabloid newspapers tend to use keywords that focus more on terror-
ism and extremism (e.g. fanatics, terror, bomber) whereas broadsheet newspapers 
focus more on conflict in general through keywords such as conflict, military, revo-
lution, and occupation.

The ProtAnt software tool we have developed utilizes keywords in a novel way 
to identify prototypical texts. Our keyword-based prototype detection approach 
works in the following way. Researchers wishing to find prototypical texts in their 
corpus first load their target corpus into ProtAnt as individual UTF-8 encoded 
plain text files. Next, a suitable UTF-8 encoded reference corpus must be loaded. 
This can be a single file or a set of separate files. Finally, the researcher must specify 
the keyness statistic (e.g. log likelihood), a statistical threshold value (e.g. p < 0.05), 
a ranking statistic (e.g. log of relative frequency) and several other settings (see 
below). Once these are made, the ProtAnt tool compares the frequencies of words 
in the target corpus with those in the reference corpus and calculates the complete 
set of keywords for the entire target corpus. Based on this list, it next calculates 
how many keywords from the entire corpus are in each target corpus text and then 
ranks the texts by the number of keywords in them. Finally, ProtAnt displays the 
corpus keywords, the corpus keywords appearing in each individual corpus text, 
and the overall rankings of the texts in a tabular form.

In this way, ProtAnt works in a kind of reverse way to Scott’s (2014) key-key-
word approach, by first finding keywords that are distinctive of the target corpus as 
a whole, and then counting how many of these keywords appear at the individual 
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text level. What is not immediately apparent, however, is why our approach might 
select prototypical (i.e. central, typical) texts of a target corpus over perhaps dis-
tinct, unique texts in the corpus. To understand our reasoning, it is important to 
remember that the keywords selected are distinctive of the corpus as a whole along 
many possible different dimensions. If a particular text in the target corpus has 
many of these keywords, it does not follow that it is especially distinctive. Rather, 
it suggests that it represents many of these different facets. In other words, the 
text can be considered prototypical of the corpus as a whole. Indeed, an extremely 
distinctive text (e.g. one containing a few unusual words repeated many times) 
would only produce a small number of unique keywords and thus be ranked low 
by ProtAnt. We test our reasoning through a series of experiments in the following 
section.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of ProtAnt during the analysis of 20 newspaper 
articles of which 10 are related to the topic of Islam. The results of this analysis are 
discussed in detail in the following section.

Figure 1. Main display of ProtAnt

In Figure 1, the top left pane lists the target files that the researcher is interested 
in analysing. The middle left pane lists the reference corpus files. The bottom left 
pane offers the researcher various options to change the way that keywords are 
generated and ranked, including the selection of different keyword statistics and 
different keyword cut-off values. There are also options that affect the way in which 
tokens in the target and reference corpora are counted. Here, the token definition 
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is specified as a regular expression with case being ignored if necessary (the de-
fault). The token definition can also include Unicode character classes, such as 
\p{L}, which represents any Unicode ‘letter’ class character, or \p{N}, which repre-
sents any Unicode ‘number’ class character. As a result, ProtAnt can work not only 
with texts in English but also those in any other language specified in the Unicode 
standard, including Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Arabic, and Hebrew. Finally, there 
is also an option to change the constant used to calculate normalized word fre-
quencies (e.g. frequency per thousand words or frequency per million words).

The right-side of the ProtAnt main window, shown in Figure 1, displays the 
results of the analysis. In the top right pane, the frequencies and normed-frequen-
cies of key types and key tokens can be viewed for each target corpus file, together 
with the frequencies all of types and tokens in the file. The values in the table can 
be sorted on any column simply by clicking on the column label. The default set-
ting is to sort by normalized key types. Hence, this table provides an immediate 
view of the ranking of texts according to the number of key types contained in 
them. In Figure 1, the file 7.txt has been revealed as the most prototypical for this 
corpus. Clicking on any filename in this table causes the program to open up the 
original file for close reading.

The middle right pane of ProtAnt shows all the keywords that appear in each 
target corpus file ranked by their keyness values. In Figure 1, it can be seen that the 
most salient keyword islam is appearing in the first five prototypical texts (as ex-
pected), but the second most salient keyword muslims only appears in one of them 
(i.e. 6.txt). By viewing the ranked list of keywords in each file, a researcher can get 
an immediate sense of the text as a whole. Again, clicking on any filename in this 
table causes the program to open up the original file for close reading.

The bottom right pane of ProtAnt shows the complete list of keywords for the 
target corpus and their associated raw frequencies and keyness values. As with all 
other tables in the ProtAnt tool, clicking on the column name sorts the table by 
that column.

4. Experiments using ProtAnt

In order to test the usefulness of the ProtAnt tool for identifying useful prototypical 
texts, several experiments were conducted. These are described in Sections 4.1 to 4.5.

4.1 Experiment 1: Identification of prototypical newspaper articles

The first experiment was designed to see if ProtAnt was able to correctly rank a set 
of known texts in terms of their general topic focus. For this first experiment, a 
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corpus of 20 files (Corpus 1) was created by using the searchable online news da-
tabase Nexis UK to collect national newspaper articles from March 2014. Corpus 
1 comprised 10 articles containing the term Islam, 5 articles containing the term 
football, and an additional 5 articles that were randomly selected by searching on 
5 frequent words derived from the top 100 most frequent words in the British 
National Corpus (time, people, other, know, see). This produced news articles about 
tennis, art, and science, as well as an obituary and a television review. The corpus 
size was 22,353 tokens with a mean file size of 1,118 tokens. For a reference corpus, 
the 1 million word BE06 (Baker 2009) corpus was used. This contains 200 samples 
of British writing from 15 genres published in 2006.

Table 1 shows the ranking of the Corpus 1 texts by normalized key type and 
normalized key token value when using the log-likelihood statistical measure of 
keyness. In the table, four different cut-off p values were used, i.e. 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, 
and 0.0001. The values in parentheses in the column headers indicate the number 
of keywords that were elicited for each cut-off point, and the numbers in parenthe-
ses in the cells indicate the file number. All the files are given a suitable short name, 
and the files related to Islam are shaded so they can be more easily identified. 
Considering that half of the corpus texts contain articles about Islam, we would 
expect these articles to be viewed as most typical of the corpus as a whole and 
thus would be ranked higher than the others. We would then expect the 5 football 
articles to appear next in the rankings, with the 5 randomly chosen articles ap-
pearing as least typical.

Table 1. Rank ordering of Corpus 1 (newspaper articles) texts by normalized key type 
and normalized key token

0.05 (1069) 0.01 (610) 0.001 (234) 0.0001 (150)

Types Tokens Types Tokens Types Tokens Types Tokens

1 Islam
(5)

Islam
(6)

Islam
(5)

Islam
(6)

Islam
(7)

Islam
(6)

Islam
(5)

Islam
(6)

2 Islam
(2)

Islam
(5)

Islam
(7)

Islam
(5)

Islam
(5)

Islam
(4)

Islam
(4)

Islam
(5)

3 Islam
(7)

Islam
(4)

Islam
(6)

Islam
(7)

Islam
(4)

Islam
(7)

Islam
(7)

Islam
(4)

4 Islam
(4)

Islam
(7)

Islam
(4)

Islam
(4)

Islam
(6)

Islam
(5)

Islam
(8)

Islam
(7)

5 Islam
(6)

Islam
(3)

Islam
(2)

Islam
(3)

Islam
(8)

Islam
(8)

Islam
(6)

Islam
(8)

6 Islam
(3)

Islam
(1)

Islam
(3)

Islam
(8)

Islam
(3)

Islam
(3)

Islam
(2)

Football
(11)
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Table 1. (continued)
0.05 (1069) 0.01 (610) 0.001 (234) 0.0001 (150)

7 Review
(19)

Islam
(2)

Islam
(1)

Islam
(2)

Islam
(1)

Football
(11)

Islam
(1)

Islam
(3)

8 Islam
(1)

Obituary
(16)

Islam
(8)

Football
(11)

Islam
(2)

Obituary
(16)

Islam
(3)

Islam
(9)

9 Obituary
(16)

Islam
(8)

Review
(19)

Obituary
(16)

Islam
(9)

Islam
(9)

Islam
(9)

Islam
(2)

10 Islam (8) Review
(19)

Obituary
(16)

Science
(17)

Football
(11)

Islam
(2)

Obituary
(16)

Football
(14)

11 Science
(17)

Football
(11)

Football
(14)

Islam
(1)

Obituary
(16)

Islam
(1)

Football
(11)

Islam
(1)

12 Football
(11)

Science
(17)

Football
(11)

Football
(14)

Islam
(10)

Football
(14)

Islam
(10)

Review
(19)

13 Football
(14)

Football
(14)

Science
(17)

Islam
(9)

Review
(19)

Science
(17)

Review
(19)

Obituary
(16)

14 Islam
(9)

Islam
(9)

Islam
(9)

Review
(19)

Football
(14)

Review
(19)

Football
(14)

Science
(17)

15 Islam
(10)

Tennis
(18)

Islam
(10)

Tennis
(18)

Science
(17)

Islam
(10)

Tennis
(18)

Football
(12)

16 Tennis
(18)

Islam
(10)

Tennis
(18)

Islam
(10)

Tennis
(18)

Tennis
(18)

Science
(17)

Tennis
(18)

17 Football
(12)

Football
(12)

Football
(13)

Football
(12)

Football
(12)

Football
(12)

Football
(13)

Islam
(10)

18 Football
(13)

Football
(13)

Football
(12)

Art
(20)

Football
(13)

Art
(20)

Football
(12)

Art
(20)

19 Art
(20)

Art
(20)

Art
(20)

Football
(13)

Football
(15)

Football
(15)

Art
(20)

Football
(13)

20 Football
(15)

Football
(15)

Football
(15)

Football
(15)

Art
(20)

Football
(13)

Football
(15)

Football
(15)

The results in Table 1 show that the ProtAnt analysis reliably ranks the Islam files 
as the most prototypical of the corpus as a whole, regardless of cut-off value. The 
ordering of files also remains relatively stable whether the type and token ordering 
is used. It is reassuring that all eight experimental conditions resulted in the top 
5 files being about Islam. In the table, it can be seen that files 4, 5, 6 and 7 always 
rank in the top five, suggesting that these four files are the most prototypical of the 
corpus as a whole.

However, the results also reveal that files 9 and 10 are perhaps less typical than 
the other Islam files. File 9 mentions a speech by Tony Blair on Islam, which is 
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also referred to in files 4, 5, 7, 8. On the other hand, file 9 only refers to the speech 
tangentially, and the majority of this article is about a potential threat to the West 
from China and Russia rather than being about Islam. File 10 is quite different 
from the other nine Islam files in that it is not discussing politicians’ views on 
Islam, but rather, it is a story about a school which told parents that children had 
to attend a workshop on Islam or be called racist.

Looking at the results in Table 1, one may question why file 19 (a review arti-
cle) appears around the middle of the table under most of the experimental condi-
tions, even though it was the only file of its type. An answer is perhaps found when 
we consider the 20 strongest keywords across the 20 files in order of strength: 
Islam, Muslims, Batten, Blair, football, Joffrey, Muslim, Mara, Brotherhood, Islamic, 
Assad, Kundnani, Syria, Arabia, Saudi, manager, Sansa, UKIP, pastor. While 14 of 
these keywords relate to the Islam news stories, 2 of them are used in the file 19 re-
view (Joffrey and Sansa, occurring 12 and 7 times respectively). These occurrences 
are enough to propel the review to the middle of the table.

The bottom five rankings in Table 1 almost always include files 12, 13, 15 and 
20. The first three of these files are about football and would perhaps be expected 
to appear towards the middle of the list as there were five football files in the cor-
pus. However, although all these files are about football, each deals with a different 
aspect of football; file 12 is an autobiographical article about footballers switch-
ing teams, file 13 refers to an adjudication about misconduct in football, and file 
15 relates to the start of the new football league season. Unlike the Islam files 
which mainly contain a set of shared keywords related to Tony Blair, the Muslim 
Brotherhood, Syria, and Assad, the football files have fewer keywords and fewer 
shared keywords too, indicating that they are more lexically diverse than perhaps 
expected.

4.2 Experiment 2: Identification of prototypical novels

A second experiment was designed to see if ProtAnt was able to correctly rank a set 
of longer texts from a completely different genre (fiction rather than news). Corpus 
2 comprised 10 excerpts from the novel Dracula (1897), five from Frankenstein 
(1818) and five more each from individual novels (two taken from the 19th cen-
tury, three written in the late 20th or early 21st century). The overall corpus size 
was 40,759 tokens with a mean length of 2,038 tokens (about the length of a file in 
the Brown family). Again, the BE06 (Baker 2009) corpus was used as a reference 
corpus to elicit keywords.

Table 2 shows the ranking of the Corpus 2 texts by normalized key type and 
normalized key token value, again using the log-likelihood statistical measure of 
keyness and four different cut-off p values, i.e. 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001. As in 
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Table 1, the values in parenthesis in the column headers indicate the number of 
keywords that were elicited for each cut-off point, and the numbers in parentheses 
in the cells indicate the file number. All the files are given a suitable short name, 
and the files related to Dracula are shaded so they can be more easily identified. 
Again, we would expect the 10 Dracula files to be viewed as most typical, followed 
by the five Frankenstein files, with the 5 other novels appearing at the bottom of 
the table.

Table 2. Rank ordering of Corpus 2 (novels) texts by normalized key type and normalized 
key token*

0.05 (1794) 0.01 (1175) 0.001 (442) 0.0001 (274)

Types Tokens Types Tokens Types Tokens Types Tokens

1 D. (10) D. (8) D. (9) D. (8) D. (8) D. (8) D. (8) D. (8)

2 D. (3) D. (3) D. (7) D. (6) D. (6) D. (6) D. (7) D. (2)

3 D. (7) D. (6) D. (8) D. (5) D. (7) D. (5) D. (6) D.(5)

4 D. (8) D. (10) D. (10) D. (9) D. (9) D. (7) D. (9) F. (13)

5 D. (9) F. (13) D. (6) F. (13) D. (10) D. (2) D. (10) D. (6)

6 F. (12) D. (9) D. (3) D. (2) D. (2) D. (4) D. (5) D. (7)

7 D. (6) D. (5) D. (2) D. (1) D. (5) D. (9) D. (2) D. (3)

8 F. (13) D. (2) D. (5) D. (3) F. (15) F. (15) D. (4) D. (1)

9 D. (2) D. (1) F. (13) D. (7) D. (4) F. (13) D. (3) F. (15)

10 F. (11) D. (7) F. (12) D. (10) D. (3) D. (3) F. (15) D. (4)

11 D. (5) F. (12) D. (4) D. (4) F. (14) D. (1) F. (13) D. (9)

12 D.(4) F. (15) F. (14) F. (15) F. (13) D. (10) D. (1) F. (14)

13 F. (14) D. (4) F. (15) F. (14) D. (1) F. (14) F. (14) D. (10)

14 D. (1) F. (14) D. (1) F. (12) F. (12) F. (12) M. (17) F. (12)

15 F. (15) F. (11) F. (11) F. (11) M. (17) F. (11) F. (12) F. (11)

16 J. (16) J. (16) J. (16) J. (16) F. (11) T. (19) F. (11) T. (19)

17 M. (17) M. (17) M. (17) M. (17) J. (16) M. (17) J. (16) J. (16)

18 H. (20) H. (20) H. (20) T. (19) H. (20) J. (16) H. (20) M. (17)

19 T. (19) T. (19) I. (18) H. (20) T. (19) H. (20) T. (19) H. (20)

20 I. (18) I. (18) T. (19) I. (18) I. (18) I. (18) I. (18) I. (18)

* D. = Dracula; F. = Frankenstein; T. = The Intimate Adventures of a London Call Girl; H. = Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows; I. = It; M = Moonstone, J. = Jane Eyre

As found in the first experiment, the results in Table 2 show that changing the 
cut-off p value has little effect on the ranking of the files. Similarly, there was little 
difference in the ranking when ordering the files by the number of included key 
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types or key tokens. Under six of the eight conditions file 8 (Dracula) is viewed as 
the most typical. It is interesting to observe that file 1 is placed as the least typi-
cal Dracula file in the corpus under four of the conditions (sometimes as low as 
the 14th position) indicating that it was not a very typical file. This file is written 
at an earlier time narratively speaking, and begins with a description of Jonathan 
Harker’s stay at Dracula’s castle in Transylvania before many of the other charac-
ters have been introduced. In contrast, the other files are written at a later time 
narratively speaking, and they are largely set in locations in the UK.

In this experiment, the ProtAnt analysis also appears to be good at identifying 
atypical files regardless of the cut-off value, with the three most recent novels (The 
Intimate Adventures of a London Call Girl (2007), Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows (2007) and It (1986)) almost always appearing in the bottom three rank-
ing positions. It is the only American novel in the corpus, with the rest being writ-
ten by British authors. As some keywords contained UK spellings like sympathised 
or references to British concepts like solicitor, this may help to explain why this file 
was usually ranked as least typical.

4.3 Experiment 3: Identification of prototypical texts in a large corpus

The third experiment we conducted was designed to see if ProtAnt could identify 
prototypical texts in a larger corpus, where it would not be possible to credibly 
point at the most typical files independently of the automated analysis. For this ex-
periment, we used the 1 million word AmE06 Corpus (Potts & Baker 2012), keep-
ing the BE06 (Baker 2009) corpus as the reference. The AmE06 corpus is identical 
in structure to BE06 (described above) except it contains American, rather than 
British texts. Using ProtAnt, the analysis should identify the files that are the most 
“American” in nature (compared to the British reference corpus). By ranking the 
files in the AmE06 corpus according to the number of keywords they have when 
compared against BE06, those files which are most distinctive when this compari-
son is made can be deemed the most typical of AmE06.

Keeping the same log-likelihood statistical measure of keyness with a cut-off 
p value of 0.0001 and looking at normed key types, the three files which emerged 
as having the most keywords were H24, H17 and H13 (H files contain texts in 
the register “Miscellaneous: Government documents, industrial reports etc.”). File 
H24 is from the Department of Treasury and relates to State and Local General 
Taxes. A possible reason why this file was chosen as being most typical of AmE06 
(in relation to BE06) was due to a high number of references to American states 
and cities which would be much less likely to appear in BE06. H17 is a govern-
ment document describing the appointment of a director of the Administrative 
Office of the US Courts, and also contains references to American states as well as 
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concepts distinct to the US like federal and congress, as well as American spellings 
of frequently cited words like program, toward and center. H13 is a Congressional 
Record and contains similar keywords to H17.

The three AmE06 files which were shown to be least typical of American English 
(in relation to BE06) were N06, P27 and P19. The N and P categories are from 
“Adventure” and “Romantic fiction” respectively. Text N06 is from an adventure 
novel set in Vietnam in 1975, and the excerpt it is taken from describes the main 
character jumping out of an aeroplane. Text P27 is from an historical romance nov-
el set in France in 1885, and as such does not contain much language which marks 
it as “American”. P19 contains a description of a sexual encounter between two 
characters, and its keywords are related to this encounter (e.g. kissed, hear, cried, 
finger, willing) rather than referring to anything of specifically American context.

In this experiment, a close reading of the texts identified by ProtAnt as typical 
and atypical texts clearly revealed why the tool might categorize the texts in such 
a way. This gives the tool a high degree of face validity (in addition to its innate 
reliability).

4.4 Experiment 4: Impact of reference corpus on the identification of 
prototypical texts

In the ProtAnt analysis, the choice of reference corpus plays an important role in 
determining which texts are selected as typical or not. For example, a compari-
son of AmE06 against BE06 will focus on typicality in terms of the “Americaness” 
of files in AmE06. To investigate the impact of the reference corpus on the se-
lection of texts, we carried out a fourth experiment where instead of BE06, the 
Brown Corpus was used as the reference against AmE06. In this experiment, while 
both corpora were from American writing, the salient dimension was time as the 
Brown corpus contains text samples from 1961 and AmE06 was collected 45 years 
later. Therefore, the typical texts should be those that were most typical of 2006.

Interestingly, H24 appears as the most typical text again, followed by H21 and 
G40. Although H24 is a fairly dry government text about tax, it is written with a 
direct address to the reader and makes high use of the second person pronoun 
keywords you and your (a feature of personalising language that appears to have 
become more popular since 1961). H24 also refers to the 2005 event hurricane 
Katrina, which was discussed in 15 different files across the AmE06. H21 contains 
era-specific keywords that were relevant to the political mood at the time: terror-
ism, Bush, preparedness and Palestinian, while G40 is a first person autobiogra-
phy from a woman who grew up in Mississippi, and as well as the personalising 
language, it contains references to issues around racial segregation and gender 
which suggest a more 21st century perspective on such events.
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The three files least typical of AmE06 when compared to Brown are N02, G21 
and G71. N02 is an adventure story that is set in a jungle. Considering it occurs 
out of an American context and has no reference to modern technology or cur-
rent events it could have just as easily been written in 1961 as 2006. G21 is from a 
text about the American civil war, so again contains no reference to 1961 or 2006, 
while G71 is a text about a 20th century artist called Nozkowski which also has no 
reference to time period. As with Experiment 3, the typical and atypical AmE06 
files when compared to Brown look credible.

4.5 Experiment 5: Identification of atypical texts in a large corpus

A fifth experiment was designed to see if the ProtAnt analysis was able to find out-
liers in a corpus. To test this usage of the tool, we again used AmE06 (with BE06 
as the reference), but this time selected all the files from one of its fifteen registers 
plus a file from a different register (using a random number generator). We then 
repeated this experiment for each register. Ideally ProtAnt should rate the “outlier” 
file towards the bottom of the list of typical files. Table 3 shows the results based 
on a ranking by normed key types using the log-likelihood statistical measure of 
keyness with a cut-off p value of 0.0001.

The results in Table 3 show that for 10 out of 15 cases the outlier file is cor-
rectly identified as being at the bottom or very close to the bottom of the list, indi-
cating excellent success in two thirds of cases. However, in the five other cases, i.e. 
rows F, G, J, M and R, the tool was less effective at identifying the outlier file. One 
explanation for the poor performance with F (“Popular lore”), G (“Belles lettres, 
biographies, essays”) and R (“Humour”) is that the terms of these registers are 
somewhat difficult to define, and the language within them appears to be more 
varied from one file to another than in, for example, P (“Romance and love story”) 
or A (“Press: Reportage”). This may make identification of an outlier more difficult 
as there are fewer similarities between the files within the register. The academic 
register (J), on the other hand, could be said to be more clearly defined. Here, the 
outlier was from R (“Humour”). The file R8 is from a novel which is voiced by 
a nine year old genius who self-identifies as an inventor, amateur entomologist, 
origamist, and amateur archaeologist. The text contains keywords like learning, 
dictionary, humans and age. The excerpt from this file quickly switches between 
the following topics: entomology, microphones, jujitsu, childbirth, music, the 
magazine National Geographic, skyscrapers and limousines. This is a somewhat 
unusual text (even for the R category), which may explain why it was not seen as 
an outlier for the J register. Finally, the poor performance for register M (“Science 
fiction”) may be influenced by the fact that the outlier file was from a similar reg-
ister N (“Adventure and western), i.e. both are from fiction.
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From this experiment, we can conclude that ProtAnt is good at identifying un-
known miscategorised files in cases where the corpus comprises files from a single 
easily-defined register and the outlier file is taken from a clearly different register.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Our experiments with ProtAnt confirm the utility of identifying prototypical texts 
using the concept of keywords, with results largely matching predicted outcomes. 
ProtAnt clearly does a useful job generally, but we should note that it does not 
perform perfectly. On the other hand, in cases where the rankings of texts did not 
match the expected values, a closer look at the texts offered reasonable explana-
tions, such as idiosyncrasies inherent to the texts themselves.

As ProtAnt bases the notion of typicality of texts on keywords generated using 
a reference corpus, the reference corpus itself can be adjusted to suit particular re-
search questions. In the experiments with AmE06, the choice of reference corpus 
allowed us to search for “Americaness”, by comparison with BE06, or “2006ness”, 
by comparison with the Brown corpus. This feature of ProtAnt, i.e. its ability to 

Table 3. Ranking of outlier files based on a ProtAnt analysis using log-likelihood normal-
ized key types with a cut-off p value of 0.0001

Category Register Outlier file Ranking of outlier file

A Press: Reportage K12 40/40

B Press: Editorial L9 28/28

C Press: Reviews P13 18/18

D Religion C8 18/18

E Skills, trades and hobbies N7 34/37

F Popular lore A3 28/49

G Belles lettres, biographies, essays M6 40/76

H Miscellaneous: Government documents, 
industrial reports etc.

L13 30/31

J Academic prose in various disciplines R8 8/80

K General fiction E15 28/30

L Mystery and detective fiction C6 25/25

M Science fiction N8 4/7

N Adventure and western A7 29/30

P Romance and love story A5 30/30

R Humour L2 2/10
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judge the prototypicality of individual texts in relation to some kind of corpus-
level distinctiveness category, can be considered as an advantage, but may also be 
viewed as a limitation if no obvious reference corpus is available. In these latter 
cases, a possible solution would be to treat each file as a pseudo target corpus, and 
the corpus as a whole as the reference corpus. This method would require each 
file (and the corpus as a whole) to be sufficiently large for the keyword statistic to 
be valid, but interpreting the results would be simple (although perhaps counter 
intuitive); files with the least number of keywords would be the most prototypi-
cal of the corpus as a whole. This is because keywords produced by this method 
would identify more atypical uses of language in individual texts of the corpus. 
Thus, the files with the most keywords would be least typical and those with the 
fewest keywords would be most typical. Of course, a disadvantage of this approach 
would be that the prototypicality could then not be tailored in any way to a global 
distinctiveness category, such as “Americaness” above

We hope to investigate this alternative prototype detection method and other 
possibilities in future work. We also hope to further investigate the interaction be-
tween the rankings of texts and the cut-off points for significance, the average file 
size, the number of files in a corpus, and whether key types or tokens are counted.

In this paper, we have discussed the possibilities of ProtAnt in relation to 
finding prototypical texts for a closer, more qualitative analysis at a later stage. 
However, other applications of the tool can also be imagined. For example, corpus 
linguists might use the tool to quickly identify a typical text for use as an illustra-
tive example or to analyse as part of a supplement to their corpus analyses. In 
language teaching, educators and examiners might find the tool useful for identi-
fying and scrutinising a small number of student essays written at different ability 
levels in order to get a feel for how the levels are distinct from one another. The 
prototypical texts identified by ProtAnt could also be used as models for students 
in teaching activities. Another application of the ProtAnt tool may be in training 
forensic specialists to make decisions about whether a text should be categorised 
as say, extremist literature, or to identify typical author style. A further application 
is in corpus building, where the researcher may use the tool to identify texts which 
are atypical of a particular genre and thus should be categorised as such or selected 
for exclusion. The identification of atypical texts may also help discourse analysis 
spot “resistant” or “minority” discourses that go against the grain.

In making the ProtAnt tool free and publicly available, we hope both research-
ers and educators can use it to quickly identify prototypical and atypical texts 
across a large data set and use these texts as part of more refined language analyses 
and applications.
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